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Background: Numerous studies of the ground-state decay of the Pygmy Dipole Resonance (PDR) have been carried out in the

past. However, data on the decay of the PDR to low-lying excited states is still very scarce due to limitations of the sensitivity

to weak branching transitions of experimental setups.

Purpose: We present a detailed examination of the low-energy dipole response of 128Te and 130Te below their neutron sepa-

ration thresholds of 8.8 MeV and 8.5 MeV, respectively.

Methods: Photonuclear reactions with the subsequent γ-ray spectroscopy of the decay channel with continuous-energy

bremsstrahlung at varying endpoint energies and linearly polarized quasi-monochromatic γ-ray beams with energies rang-

ing from 2.7 MeV to 8.9 MeV in steps of roughly 250 keV were used for probing the decay behavior of the low-energy dipole

response in 128Te and 130Te. In addition, (~γ, γ′γ′′) reactions were used to study the population of low-lying states of 128Te.

Results: Spin-parity quantum numbers and reduced transition probabilities are determined for individual photo-excited states.

The analysis of average decay properties for nuclear levels in narrow excitation-energy bins enable the extraction of photoab-

sorption cross sections, average branching ratios to the 2+1 state, and the distinction between E1 and M1 transitions to the

ground state and to the 2+1 state accounting for resolved and unresolved transitions.

Conclusions: Above 5 MeV, the experimental data are in reasonable agreement to calculations within the quasi-particle phonon

model. The major fraction of the ground-state decay channel is due to E1 transitions, while less than 5− 10 % stem from M1
transitions. Furthermore, first direct experimental evidence is provided that the population of the 2+1 state of 128Te via primary

γ-ray transitions from excited states in the PDR region from 5 to 9 MeV is dominated by E1 transitions of 1− states.

I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of nuclear excitation modes is one of the

major approaches in low-energy nuclear physics research to

explore fundamental properties of the atomic nucleus such

as the single-particle structure or bulk properties of nuclear

matter. One of the prominent excitation modes is the well-

known isovector giant dipole resonance (IVGDR). It was first

observed by Bothe and Gentner [1] in 1937 and systematically

studied by Baldwin and Klaiber [2]. Extensive experimental

and theoretical efforts over the past decades lead to a profound

understanding of the IVGDR [3, 4], which is macroscopically

interpreted as a collective out-of-phase dipole oscillation of all

protons against all neutrons of a heavy nucleus [5]. The ob-

servation of a concentration of dipole strength in the vicinity

of the particle thresholds on top of the low-energy tail of the

IVGDR [6, 7] triggered a variety of experimental attempts to

unravel its structure and origin. Over the past decades, the ad-

ditional dipole strength was assigned an electric dipole (E1)

character and is nowadays often denoted as pygmy dipole res-

onance (PDR); see Refs. [8–10] for recent reviews of exper-

imental results and theoretical methods. Most microscopic

models predict the PDR simultaneously to the IVGDR in the
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E1 response of the nucleus. Despite extensive research, the

nature of the PDR is still unclear and highly debated. In a

geometrical picture it was first interpreted as an out-of-phase

oscillation of the isospin-saturated core against a neutron skin

generated by the excess neutrons [11]. This is nowadays fur-

ther motivated by an investigation of associated transition den-

sities within modern microscopic models (for an overview see,

e. g. Refs. [9, 12] and references therein). Amongst oth-

ers, an alternative interpretation of the low-energy 1− states

is by virtue of a dipole toroidal excitation mode [13] that is

linked to a confined vortical flow within the nucleus (see, e. g.

Ref. [14]).

One of the consequences of the enhancedE1 strength in the

PDR region is its role in the synthesis of heavy elements. Due

to its location in the vicinity of the particle thresholds, it has

an impact on predictions of the nucleosynthesis and neutron

capture reaction rates [15–19] in astrophysical network cal-

culations. Moreover, the study of the low-lying E1 strength

is important for refining models of photon strength functions

(see, e. g. Refs. [20–30] and references therein for different

experimental methods), which are one of the basic input quan-

tities in Hauser-Feshbach calculations [31] performed by sta-

tistical model codes such as TALYS [32] and EMPIRE [33].

Systematic experimental investigations of the low-energy

dipole strength were conducted with electromagnetic probes,

particularly in nuclei located at major shell closures. Through-
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out the nuclear chart, an enhancement of E1 strength was

observed on top of the IVGDR low-energy tail, e. g. , in the

stable Ca [34, 35] and Cr [36–38] isotopes as well as sta-

ble [39, 40] and unstable [41–43] Ni isotopes. Furthermore,

the E1 strength was studied in the N = 82 isotones [44–

47] and along the Sn (Z = 50) isotopic chain in stable

(see, e. g. Refs. [48–54]) and unstable isotopes [55, 56], in

the Mo isotopes [57–60] as well as in heavy nuclei such as
206,208Pb [19, 61, 62].

Studies using complementary probes have been performed

to investigate the properties of the PDR in more detail. Ex-

ploiting the (α, α′γ) [49, 63–65] and (17O,17O′γ) [9, 66, 67]

reactions revealed a structural splitting of the observed low-

lying E1 strength in numerous nuclei. The combination of

such complementary data has opened the possibility to a de-

tailed examination of the PDR in comparison to nuclear mod-

els [65]. Recently, also β-decay into states of the PDR [68, 69]

as well as the determination of the decay behavior [39, 47]

were added to the portfolio of experimental observables. For

a more comprehensive summary of experimental data on the

PDR see Refs. [8–10].

In this work, we present an extended study of low-energy

E1 excitations in the PDR region of 128,130Te using nu-

clear resonance fluorescence (NRF) reactions [70–72] at the

γ3-setup [73] taking advantage of its sensitivity for decay

branchings on the few-percent level. The tellurium isotopes

(Z = 52) serve as a good case in order to extend the system-

atic analysis to regions on the nuclear chart apart from shell

closures to study more complex configurations, e. g. the in-

fluence of two valence protons on the evolution of the PDR

strength as a function of the neutron excess. Besides the ex-

traction of the full dipole strength and its multipole character,

the data allow for the analysis of primary γ-ray transitions to

low-lying excited states exploiting the combination of quasi-

monochromatic γ-ray beams and the γ-γ coincidence tech-

nique [27, 47]. In addition, data from NRF experiments with

continuous-energy bremsstrahlung are presented.

The article is organized as follows. After a brief summary

of the experimental details, the data analysis of the NRF ex-

periments with bremsstrahlung and quasi-monochromatic γ-

ray beams will be presented. This is followed by a discus-

sion of the results from a state-by-state analysis and from an

analysis of average quantities in comparison to calculations

with the quasi-particle phonon model (QPM) [74]. Before the

manuscript is concluded, a detailed examination of the decay

properties of the PDR in 128Te extracted from γ-γ correlations

is conducted. The data shown and discussed in this article are

tabulated in the Supplemental Material [75] partly using in-

formation and decay properties of already known levels from

Refs. [76–80].

II. EXPERIMENT

The low-lying dipole strength in 128Te and 130Te is inves-

tigated in photon-scattering experiments at two experimen-

tal facilities. One set of experiments was performed at the

Darmstadt High Intensity Photon Setup (DHIPS) [81] using

continuous-energy bremsstrahlung. Photons are produced via

bremsstrahlung by stopping the electron beam delivered by

the injector of the Superconducting Darmstadt Electron Lin-

ear Accelerator (S-DALINAC) [82] in different radiator ma-

terials. In the experiments with 128Te silver and gold material

were irradiated for the bremsstrahlung production with end-

point energies of 6 MeV and 9.13 MeV, respectively, while

a copper radiator was used for the 130Te measurements with

electron kinetic energies of 6.4 MeV and 8.5 MeV. Collimated

by a copper collimator of about 2.5 cm diameter the contin-

uous photon beam impinges on the scattering target. Three

large volume High-Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors with

100% relative photopeak efficiency (relative to an NaI detec-

tor of 7.6 cm in length and 7.6 cm in diameter at a γ-ray energy

of 1.3 MeV) are placed close to the target to detect the emit-

ted γ-rays at different scattering angles of 90◦ and 130◦ with

respect to the photon-beam direction. The HPGe detectors are

shielded with copper and lead to suppress low-energy back-

ground radiation and are equipped with bismuth germanate

(BGO) active Compton-suppression shields, that considerably

improve the peak-to-background ratio in the experimental γ-

ray spectra [83].

The second measurement was conducted at the High In-

tensity γ-ray Source (HIγS) [84]. The HIγS facility pro-

vides fully linearly polarized and quasi-monochromatic pho-

ton beams, that are generated via intracavity laser Compton

backscattering of relativistic electrons and free electron laser

(FEL) photons. The experimental setup is located approxi-

mately 60 m downstream from the collision point of the FEL

photons and the electron beam. The γ-ray beam is collimated

by a copper and lead collimator of 1.9 cm in diameter before

it impinges the scattering target and exhibits a bandwidth of

∆E/E ≈ 3-4 % [84].

Two different detector setups were used at HIγS for the

measurements with 128Te and 130Te, respectively. The exper-

iments with 128Te were performed at the γ3 setup [73]. This

setup consists of two types of detectors: a) four HPGe detec-

tors (60% relative photopeak efficiency) and b) four LaBr3:Ce

scintillators with a crystal size of 3′′×3′′. The target was cen-

tered between the detectors, that were placed at different po-

lar scattering angles (ϑ) and azimuthal (ϕ) angles, which are

defined as the angle between the reaction plane and the polar-

ization plane, respectively. The high efficiency of this setup

allows to perform γ-γ coincidence spectroscopy providing the

possibility to investigate the decay properties of photo-excited

states with high sensitivity [27, 47, 85, 86].

For the NRF measurements with 130Te a reduced setup was

used. Four HPGe detectors were positioned in a cross-like

geometry perpendicular to the photon beam at different az-

imuthal angles. No data from γ-γ coincidence spectroscopy

are available for this isotope in the present analysis.

Details on the targets and the photon beam energies are

given in Table I, while the individual detector positions for

both setup geometries for the measurements at HIγS are sum-

marized in Table II.

The combination of the measurements at both experimental

setups (DHIPS and γ3 setup) allows the assignment of spin

and parity-quantum numbers of nuclear levels as well as the
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FIG. 1. Measured γ-ray spectra at an azimuthal scattering angle of ϑ = 130◦ at DHIPS for 128Te (upper panel) and 130Te (lower panel) with

electron beam energies of Ee− = 9.13 MeV and Ee− = 8.5 MeV, respectively. Peaks originating from transitions of the calibration standard
11B and the single escape (SE) peak of the 5020-keV transition of 11B are indicated.

TABLE I. Summary of target information and γ-ray beam energies

for the experiments performed with 128Te and 130Te.

128Te 130Te

Target mass (mg) 2912.8(5) 1998.0(5)

Isotopic enrichment (%) 99.8 99.5

Physical form metallic metallic

DHIPS endpoint energies (MeV) 6.0 & 9.13 6.4 & 8.5

HIγS beam energies (MeV) 2.76 - 8.92 5.5 - 8.5

in steps of 150 keV - 350 keV

determination of absolute scattering cross sections in a state-

by-state analysis and averaged in small excitation-energy bins,

respectively.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In the following, the data analysis of the experiments with
128Te and 130Te will be discussed. Differences in the analysis

of both isotopes due to the different setups are described in

the text when necessary.

TABLE II. Summary of detector positions used in the experiments at

HIγS with 128Te and 130Te.

128Te 130Te

HPGe LaBr3:Ce HPGe

(ϑ,ϕ) (ϑ, ϕ) (ϑ,ϕ)

(90◦, 180◦) (90◦, 0◦) (90◦, 0◦)

(90◦, 270◦) (90◦, 90◦) (90◦, 90◦)

(135◦, 225◦) (135◦, 45◦) (90◦, 180◦)

(135◦, 315◦) (135◦, 135◦) (90◦, 270◦)

In the thin-target approximation of NRF reactions, the

measured peak area A0→x→i corresponding to the photo-

excitation of an initial excited state x from the ground state

and the subsequent deexcitation to a final state i is given by:

A0→x→i =NT Nγ(Ex) I0→x→i ×

×

∫

∆Ω

dΩ ε(Ex − Ei,Ω)W0→x→i(Ω) , (1)

with NT and Nγ being the number of target nuclei and the
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photon flux, respectively, while I0→x→i corresponds to the

energy-integrated scattering cross section. The photopeak ef-

ficiency ε(Ex − Ei,Ω) varies depending on the position and

angle of the emitted photons relative to the detector surface.

The angular distribution of the emitted photons is given by

W0→x→i(Ω). The integration over the solid angle ∆Ω takes

the finite dimensions of the detector and the target into ac-

count.

Figure 1 shows the γ-ray spectra obtained at DHIPS at

a scattering angle of ϑ = 130◦ with respect to the incom-

ing beam with endpoint energies of Ee− = 9.13 MeV and

Ee− = 8.5 MeV for 128Te and 130Te, respectively. The ma-

jority of the γ transitions stem from photo-excited states in
128,130Te except for a few pronounced peaks assigned to tran-

sitions in 11B which is used as a calibration standard. Below

the neutron-emission thresholds of Sn(
128Te) = 8.78 MeV

and Sn(
130Te) = 8.4 MeV an accumulation of transitions are

clearly observed in the region between 5.5 MeV and 8 MeV.

In the case of 130Te a significant amount of the total intensity

is located in large isolated peaks in contrast to 128Te, where

the strength is more fragmented.

The energy-integrated scattering cross section for the decay

to a final state i after photo-excitation to an excited state x is

connected to the partial transition width to the ground state

and to the final state i, Γ0 and Γi, respectively, as well as to

the total transition width Γ =
∑

i Γi of an excited state at Ex:

I0→x→i = π2

(

~c

Ex

)2

g
Γ0Γi

Γ
, (2)

where the statistical factor g = (2Jx + 1)/(2J0 + 1) is ex-

pressed by the spin-quantum number of the excited state Jx
and the ground state J0, respectively. This model independent

and analytical connection of the measured cross section to the

transition width of excited states is one of the major advan-

tages of the NRF reaction.

A. Photon-flux calibration

In NRF experiments using continuous-energy

bremsstrahlung the integrated cross sections are usually

determined relative to a calibration standard which is mea-

sured simultaneously to the nucleus of interest. In the present

case, 11B is used as calibration target, which has several

strongly excited states between 2 MeV and 9 MeV (see

Fig. 1) with well-known energy-integrated scattering cross

sections [87]. This procedure was described in detail in

numerous works before (see, e. g. Ref. [88]).

A different approach for the photon-flux calibration is often

used in experiments with quasi-monochromatic photon beams

at HIγS. Using 11B as calibration standard to determine inte-

grated scattering cross sections of individual excited states is

not feasible at HIγS due to the quasi-monochromatic charac-

ter of the photon beam. In most cases, the corresponding level

energies in 11B do not coincide with the photon beam ener-

gies chosen for the measurement with 128Te and 130Te. The

alternative approach is exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 2 for two
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Spectral beam distributions exemplarily for

two beam energies of Eb = 6.19 MeV and Eb = 7.72 MeV at HIγS

(black). The absolute photon flux Nγ is determined by normaliza-

tion to known integrated cross sections of excited states of 128Te

(red dots) determined in the NRF experiment with bremsstrahlung

at DHIPS.

photon beam energies ofEb = 6.19MeV and 7.72MeV using
128Te. The spectral distribution of the incident photon beam

is measured with a 123 % HPGe detector placed into the beam

direction behind the scattering target in the beginning of each

experiment. The measured γ-ray spectrum is corrected for

the detector response to extract the shape of the spectral pho-

ton beam distribution (black histogram in Fig. 2). Previously

known integrated cross sections for transitions from the tar-

get itself can be used to determine the absolute photon flux

for the associated beam energy settings. For this purpose, at

least one level with a known cross section per beam energy

is necessary to calibrate the photon flux. From the integrated

cross sections for individual excited states in 128Te, that are

determined in the NRF measurements using bremsstrahlung

at DHIPS, the time-integrated photon flux is computed (red

dots in Fig. 2) and used to normalize the photon beam distri-

bution. The calibration data points clearly follow the energy

distribution of the photon beam.

B. Extraction of photoabsorption cross sections

In addition to a state-by-state analysis quasi-

monochromatic photon beams enable the extraction of

averaged photoabsorption cross sections as a function of the

excitation energy. The corresponding method is sketched in

Fig. 3. Nuclear levels in a narrow energy window, defined

by the width of the quasi-monochromatic photon beam of

a few hundreds of keV (grey-filled band and gaussian), are

excited from the ground state. The intensity of the resonant-

absorption process for a given γ-ray energy is governed

by the photoabsorption cross section σγ , which is difficult

to measure directly in real-photon scattering experiments.

However, the photoabsorption cross section can be divided

into two terms, a so-called “elastic” (σγγ) and “inelastic”

(σγγ′) part: σγ = σγγ + σγγ′ .
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Illustration of the experimental approach

to extract the photoabsorption cross section, σγ = σγγ + σγγ′ ,

from NRF measurements using quasi-monochromatic γ-ray beams

at HIγS. a) The “elastic” part σγγ is determined by observing all

ground-state transitions (green solid arrows). b) The “inelastic” con-

tribution σγγ′ is approximated by the ground-state transition inten-

sity of the first (few) 2+ states (red solid arrow), which are populated

by cascading transitions (red dashed arrows). Transitions potentially

bypassing the first 2+ states are indicated (grey dotted arrows).

1. Elastic cross section

The cumulative intensity measured for transitions of ini-

tially excited states directly back to the ground state is related

to the “elastic” part displayed as green arrows in Fig. 3.a).

In addition to analyzing isolated transitions, it is possible

to extract average cross sections for the energy range covered

by the quasi-monochromatic photon beam. Figure 4 depicts

spectra of 128Te recorded with an HPGe detector (upper panel)

and a LaBr3:Ce scintillator (lower panel) with Eb = 6.4 MeV.

The spectral distribution of the beam is indicated by the dotted

line. Both panels show the measured spectrum (black) and the

spectrum corrected for the detector response (red) with its 1σ
uncertainty band. A detailed description of the deconvolution

procedure can be found in Refs. [47, 86]. After the detector

response deconvolution only full-energy events are present in

the spectra. The upper panel shows, that the observed inten-

sity in the energy region of the beam is located in resolved

peaks as well as in the quasi-continuum below those peaks.

Due to the inferior energy resolution of the LaBr3:Ce scintilla-

tor compared to the HPGe detector, no pronounced structure is

observed in the spectrum. However, the photopeak efficiency

is about five times higher than for the used HPGe detectors.

The quasi-continuum, sometimes referred to as “unre-

solved” strength, is the accumulated dipole strength from hun-

dreds to thousands of weakly-excited states, while only a few

strong dipole transitions are observed as isolated peaks. Since

the nuclear level density increases exponentially with the ex-

citation energy, the amount of strength located in the quasi-

continuum usually increases compared to the strength in re-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Typical spectra from single γ-ray spec-

troscopy (black histograms) recorded with an HPGe (upper panel)

and an LaBr (lower panel) detector at a beam energy of Eb =
6.4 MeV (dashed line). Deploying a detector-response deconvolu-

tion procedure on natural-background corrected γ-ray spectra results

in the corresponding red histograms.

solved transitions, which will be shown and discussed later

based on the available data.

Average cross sections can then be determined accounting

for the total strength in a given energy region. The elastic

cross section can be expressed with help of Eq. (1) by

σγγ =

∑

x I0→x→0

∆E

=
1

NTN tot
γ

∑

x

A0→x→0
∫

∆Ω

dΩ ε(Ex,Ω)W0→x→0(Ω)
, (3)

with N tot
γ =

∞
∫

0

Nγ(E) dE being the energy-integrated total

photon flux. Here, the sum runs over all excited states x in a

given energy range ∆E. Thus the full intensity within the ex-

citation energy range defined by the γ-ray beam is integrated

whether it is located in the quasi-continuum or in resolved

peaks.

2. Inelastic cross section

In analogy to Eq. (3), the inelastic cross section can be de-

fined as
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σγγ ′ =

∑

x

∑

i6=0
I0→x→i

∆E

=
1

NTN tot
γ

×

×
∑

x

∑

i6=0

A0→x→i
∫

∆Ω

dΩ ε(Ex − Ei,Ω)W0→x→i(Ω)
. (4)

However, transitions to intermediate levels indicated as red

dashed arrows in Fig. 3.b) are usually too weak to be ob-

served directly in single γ-ray spectroscopy measurements.

Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that most of the cas-

cading transitions decay via the first low-lying excited 2+

states [23, 39, 57, 89], which collect the majority of these

events. This assumption is backed up by statistical model cal-

culations showing that more than 90 % of the cascading events

decay via the first few excited 2+ states depending on the ini-

tial excitation energy. Cascades potentially bypassing the low-

lying states are shown as grey dotted arrows in Fig. 3.b).

Figure 5 shows the low-energy part of a typical spectrum

of 128Te obtained in a measurement with a beam energy of

Eb = 8.56 MeV. Transitions of the 2+1,2 states and the 4+1
state are observed including background contamination from
228Ac. These states are not directly excited by the impinging

photon beam due to its monochromaticity, but are populated

by γ-cascades. The measured ground-state decay intensity of

these states (illustrated as red solid arrow in Fig. 3.b)) present

a reasonable approximation of the inelastic cross section and

results in the following expression:

σγγ ′ ≈
1

NTN tot
γ

∑

j

A
2
+

j
→0

+

1
∫

∆Ω

dΩ ε(E
2
+

j
,Ω)W

2
+

j
→0

+

1

(Ω)
, (5)

where the sum runs over the observed ground-state transition

of the j-th 2+ state. The angular distribution W
2
+

j
→0

+

1

(Ω) is

determined from the observed asymmetry ǫ
2
+

1

of the photons

emitted in the decay of the 2+1 state. The 2+ levels can be pop-

ulated directly by photo-excited states or by cascades via in-

termediate levels. The latter case results in an approximately

isotropic angular distribution, while the decay after the direct

feeding of the 2+1 shows some degree of anisotropy. For each

measurement W
2
+

j
→0

+

1

(Ω) is computed from the measured

asymmetry ǫ
2
+

1

assuming a superposition of pure feeding of

the 2+1 by direct transitions and its population via multiple

cascades.

C. Determination of spin-parity quantum numbers

Measurements of angular distributions of emitted γ-rays

from NRF reactions allow the determination of spin and

parity-quantum numbers. As outlined previously, NRF ex-

periments were performed with different photon sources,
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FIG. 5. Typical low-energy part of the γ-ray spectrum recorded

with an HPGe detector after photoexcitation of levels of 128Te with

Eb = 8.56 MeV at HIγS. Decays of the first excited states of 128Te

are observed, which are populated via cascade transitions of states

excited in the energy region of 8.56 MeV.

i. e. with continuous-energy bremsstrahlung and linearly-

polarized quasi-monochromatic photon beams, respectively.

In the following, the two tellurium isotopes will be dis-

cussed separately, since the experimental setups differ.

1. 130Te

In NRF measurements mainly dipole and with a smaller

probability electric quadrupole transitions are induced. There-

fore, only the spin sequences for the excitation of an even-

even nucleus from and the subsequent decay back to the

ground state are considered, i. e. 0+ → 1π → 0+ and

0+ → 2+ → 0+, where π = ±1 is the parity-quantum num-

ber of the excited state.

In the DHIPS measurements with 130Te two HPGe detec-

tors were placed at ϑ = 90◦ and ϑ = 130◦, respectively. Mea-

suring the angular distribution W (ϑ) of the emitted γ-rays

spins of nuclear levels are determined [71]. For dipole and

quadrupole excited states the intensity ratios in both HPGe de-

tectors are expected to be W0→1→0(90
◦)/W0→1→0(130

◦) =
0.71 and W0→2→0(90

◦)/W0→2→0(130
◦) = 2.26, respec-

tively. For isotropically distributed γ-rays the ratio is equal

to unity. Due to the substantial difference between the

two ratios, spin-quantum numbers can be assigned to even

weakly-excited states. The experimental data for 130Te above

2.5 MeV are shown in Fig. 6. All observed transitions are as-

signed to be ground-state transitions from Jπ = 1± states of

which 156 excited states are observed for the first time (filled

blue circles). Three of the observed low-lying Jπ = 1± states

(open blue circles) are known from previous studies [78, 79].

Their measured values of W (90◦)/W (130◦) ≈ 1 indicate

that these levels are not solely excited by the impinging pho-

ton beam, but also populated by energetically higher-lying ex-

cited states, which changes the angular distribution towards

isotropy.

For the determination of the electromagnetic character of

the observed dipole strength the NRF data from HIγS are

used. Exploiting the linear polarization of the photon beam
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Angular distribution ratio for the determina-

tion of spin-quantum numbers of excited states in 130Te. In total 156

Jπ = 1± states were observed for the first time (filled blue circles),

while three Jπ = 1± levels were already known before (open blue

circles) [80].

allows for an unambiguous distinction between E1 and M1
transitions [90]. The angular distribution for the spin sequence

0+
~γ
−→ 1π

γ′

−→ 0+ induced by linearly-polarized photon beams

in the entrance channel is described by:

W (ϑ, ϕ) =
3

4
[1 + cos2(ϑ) + π cos(2ϕ) sin2(ϑ)] . (6)

The parameter π depends on the parity-quantum number of

the excited state and is −1 (+1) for negative (positive) parity.

The angular distribution in Eq. (6) shows distinct minima and

maxima forE1 andM1 transitions at perpendicular directions

with respect to the incoming beam. Hence, it is sufficient to

measure the intensity of the scattered photons at ϕ = 0◦ and

ϕ = 90◦, respectively. The maximum analyzing power Σ is

realized for ϑ = 90◦:

Σ =
W (90◦, 0◦)−W (90◦, 90◦)

W (90◦, 0◦) +W (90◦, 90◦)

= π =

{

+1 for Jπ = 1+

−1 for Jπ = 1−
. (7)

Therefore, a cross-like detector setup consisting of four

HPGe detectors was mounted perpendicular with respect to

the beam direction. For the experimental determination of

parity-quantum numbers the asymmetry ǫ is defined by means

of the efficiency-corrected peak areas observed in the γ-ray

spectra of the horizontal (Nh) and the vertical (Nv) detectors:

ǫ =
Nh −Nv

Nh +Nv
∝ Σ , (8)

which is proportional to the analyzing power.

The measurements were conducted for beam energies be-

tween 5.5 MeV and 8.5 MeV in steps of roughly 250 keV.

Figure 7 shows typical γ-ray spectra at Eb = 6.45 MeV ob-

tained perpendicular (blue) and parallel (green) to the beam

polarization plane (indicated by the double-sided arrow). The
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Obtained γ-ray spectra at a beam energy of

Eb = 6.45 MeV with HPGe detectors placed perpendicular (upper

panel) and parallel (lower panel) to the polarization plane indicated

by the double-sided arrow.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Experimental asymmetries determined for in-

dividual nuclear transitions (upper panel) observed in 130Te and av-

eraged over the excitation-energy range defined by the spectral dis-

tribution of the monoenergetic γ-ray beam (lower panel). The dotted

horizontal lines indicate the simulated expectation values taking the

detector geometry into account for pure E1 and M1 or E2 transi-

tions, which cannot be distinguished in the given setup geometry.

beam profile is given as a dashed curve. Peaks stemming from

ground-state transitions of excited states in 130Te are observed

in the vertical detectors, only. This observation shows that this

excitation-energy range is dominated by Jπ = 1− states.

The experimental results for the asymmetries of individual

transitions are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 8. In the cov-

ered energy range exclusively Jπ = 1− states are observed,

confirming that the dipole strength below the neutron separa-

tion threshold in 130Te is dominated by E1. This observation
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Experimental γ-ray spectra obtained for 128Te

with HPGe detectors placed perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) to

the beam’s polarization plane. Panel (c) shows the γ-ray spectrum

recorded at a backward position defined in Table II. The spectral dis-

tribution of the incoming γ-ray beam with Eb = 4.33 MeV (dashed

line) is displayed in (a). The dashed vertical lines indicate all ob-

served transitions in this measurement.

is further supported by an analysis of the spectra corrected for

detector response (similar to Fig. 4 for 128Te). The continuum

in the γ-ray spectra including contributions from unresolved

transitions is taken into account by integration of the full in-

tensity in the excitation-energy region. The corresponding av-

erage asymmetry 〈ǫ〉 of the integrated and efficiency-corrected

ground-state transition intensities observed in the horizontal

and vertical HPGe detectors is displayed in the lower panel of

Fig. 8. The dipole strength is dominated by the E1 response

even if unobserved ground-state transitions are taken into ac-

count. However, the fraction of M1 strength is not zero in

the covered energy region and can be extracted from the data,

which will be discussed later in this article.

2. 128Te

In the case of 128Te, the spin and parity assignments are de-

duced simultaneously in the experiments at HIγS due to the

specific detector setup geometry. In addition to the horizontal

and vertical HPGe detector two detectors are placed at back-

ward angles (ϑ = 135◦, ϕ = 225◦ and 315◦). Typical spectra

from the HIγS measurements for 128Te are shown in Fig. 9

with a beam energy of Eb = 4.33 MeV and its spectral dis-

tribution indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. 9.a). Com-

paring the three spectra, spin and parity quantum numbers

can be extracted. The vertical and horizontal detectors are

sensitive to the parity of excited states, while the backward-
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J = (1,2)
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M1/E2
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0
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ǫ

π −

π +

π +

π +

128

〈ǫ
〉

FIG. 10. (Color online) Experimental asymmetries determined for

individual nuclear transitions (upper panel) observed in 128Te and

averaged over the excitation-energy range defined by the spectral dis-

tribution of the monoenergetic γ-ray beam (lower panel). The dotted

horizontal lines indicate the expectation values for pure E1 and M1
or E2 transitions, which cannot be distinguished in the given setup

geometry.

placed detector allows for a distinction between 1+ and 2+

states. All observed transitions are indicated by vertical dot-

ted lines. Similar to the analysis of the 130Te data, the experi-

mental asymmetries for individual excited states and averaged

over a given excitation-energy region are shown in the upper

and lower panel of Fig. 10, respectively. While most of the

observed ground-state transitions are assigned to origin from

1− states (blue triangles), twelve levels below 4.5 MeV ex-

hibit positive parity-quantum numbers (green circles, orange

asterisks, and black squares). The average asymmetries 〈ǫ〉
are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 10. Above 5 MeV excita-

tion energy the 〈ǫ〉 values (black diamonds) are extracted from

γ-ray spectra that are corrected for detector response and in-

clude unresolved transitions in the same fashion as for 130Te.

At lower energies, contributions from unresolved transitions

are not present. For each beam-energy setting only a few in-

dividual transitions are observed, which are used to compute

an average asymmetry (red diamonds).

It is crucial to take the backward-placed detectors into ac-

count for the separation of M1 and E2 transitions. Using the

angular distribution for a 0+
~γ
−→ 2+

γ′

−→ 0+ cascade

W (ϑ, ϕ) =
5

8
[2 + cos(2ϑ) + cos(4ϑ)

− (2 + 4 cos(2ϑ)) cos(2ϕ) sin2(ϑ)] , (9)

in combination with Eq. (6), two asymmetries ǫv and ǫh are

defined to assign spin-parity quantum numbers Jπ to individ-

ual excited states:
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Experimental asymmetries ǫv (a) and ǫh (b)

obtained with the γ3 setup for 128Te in the excitation-energy range

from 2.7 MeV to 9.0 MeV. The correlation of both asymmetries (c)

enables a simultaneous assignment of spin and parity-quantum num-

bers.

ǫv =
Nv −Nb

Nv +Nb
, (10)

ǫh =
Nh −Nb

Nh +Nb
, (11)

with Nv, Nh, and Nb being the efficiency-corrected peak ar-

eas observed in the γ-ray spectra of the vertical, horizontal,

and backward detectors.

Figures 11.a) and b) display the experimental results for

all ground-state transitions of excited states of 128Te between

2.5 MeV and 9.5 MeV. The dashed lines indicate the expecta-

tion values for 1− (blue), 1+ (green), and 2+ (black) states, re-

spectively. The comparison of the statistical uncertainties for

a particular transition in both asymmetry plots shows that ǫv
is more sensitive to 1− states, while ǫh exhibits an increased

sensitivity for the separation of 1+ and 2+ states. Thus, even

in cases with low counting statistics, the combination of ǫv
and ǫh allows for an unambiguous determination of Jπ in a

single experiment. A particular spin-parity quantum number

is assigned to a given nuclear level, if its experimental asym-

metries are in agreement with the corresponding expectation

values for both ǫv and ǫh within two standard deviations. If

this condition applies to more than one spin-parity value, both

possible quantum numbers are given.

The information of both quantities, ǫv and ǫh, are com-

bined in the correlation shown in Fig. 11.c). A clear sepa-

ration between 1− states and (1, 2)+ states is observed and

illustrates the sensitivity for the distinction between 1− states

on the one hand side and 1+ and 2+ states on the other hand.

For instance, the nuclear level at 3136 keV (black square with

ǫv = 0.44(55) in Fig. 11.a)) indicates Jπ = 1− although a

Jπ = 2+ assignment is also possible within a 2σ interval.

Taking the additional information of ǫh = 0.70(32) into ac-

count, this state is assigned to be a 2+ state since Jπ = 1−

can be excluded by more than 4σ, which is in agreement with

the findings in Ref. [76]. The energy region above 4 MeV is

dominated by 293 excited states with Jπ = 1− (blue trian-

gles). Between 2.7 MeV and 5.5 MeV six states are assigned

Jπ = 1+ (green circles), three states have Jπ = 2+ (black

squares), and for three levels only positive parity can be as-

signed, hence labeled with Jπ = (1, 2)+ (orange asterisks).

D. γ-γ coincidence measurements with 128Te

So far, the analysis concentrated on data obtained from sin-

gle γ-ray spectroscopy measurements. For the investigation

of the dipole response of 128Te, the γ3 setup is used for γ-γ
coincidence experiments to study the γ decay branching ratios

of photo-excited states as a function of the excitation energy.

Due to the superior full-energy γ-ray efficiency of the LaBr

scintillators compared to the HPGe detectors, the following

section focuses on the analysis of γ-γ correlations between

LaBr detectors.

The summed symmetric LaBr-LaBr coincidence matrix

from the measurement with Eb = 8.0 MeV is shown in

Fig. 12 with a low-energy threshold of ≈ 600 keV. Since the

energy of the incident photon beam is quasi-monochromatic,

the summed energy measured in two detectors is limited to

Eb resulting in a triangular shape apparent in the coincidence

matrix. Several prominent lines are observed that highlight

coincident events with the corresponding γ-ray energy.

The projection of the LaBr-LaBr matrix to one of the axes is

shown for the energy region from 0.6 MeV to 1.6 MeV in the

insets of Fig. 13.a) and c). Transitions from low-lying excited

states, in particular 2+ states are observed. The blue and green

hatched regions mark the 2+1 → 0+1 and 2+3 → 2+1 transitions,

respectively, while the grey cross-hatched areas indicate re-

gions associated to random-coincidence background. In the

measurements with Eb ≥ 6.4 MeV primary transitions to

low-lying excited states up to 2.7 MeV level energy are ob-

served taking the summed statistics of all LaBr detectors into

account.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the coincidence spectra

extracted from setting cuts on low-energy γ-rays correspond-

ing to specific transitions between low-lying excited states.

The energy cut on the ground-state transition of the 2+1 state

(blue-hatched region) generates a coincident γ-ray spectrum

(blue histogram in Fig. 13.a)) with maximum γ-ray energies

at around Eb-E
2
+

1

. This spectrum contains all events that

were observed in coincidence to the decay of the 2+1 as well

as random coincidences with background radiation in this en-

ergy region. The contribution of the background originating

from random coincidences (grey histogram in Fig. 13.a)) is

determined from energy cuts right above the energy of the

2+1 → 0+1 transition (grey cross-hatched area) and the gated

spectrum (blue) is corrected for these events. The same pro-
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FIG. 12. Summed matrix for all combinations of γ-γ coincidences

between two LaBr detectors at Eb = 8.0 MeV. Low-energy trigger

thresholds are set to ≈ 600 keV to reduce the dead time of the detec-

tion system.

cedure is applied to the analysis of primary γ-ray transitions

to further low-lying levels such as the 2+3 → 2+1 transition

(green histogram and green-hatched area in Fig. 13.c)). Due

to the relative energy resolution of about 3 % at 1 MeV for the

LaBr detectors, it is not possible to set separate energy cuts

on the decays of the 2+3 and 0+2 state, therefore their popula-

tion is jointly analyzed. The events located at the high-energy

end of the spectra correspond to direct transitions from excited

states at Eb to the associated lower-lying excited states. To

extract merely full-energy events, a detector response decon-

volution has to be performed in analogy to the example shown

in Fig. 4. The resulting spectrum from the energy cut on the

2+1 → 0+1 transition is displayed in Fig. 13.b). An accumula-

tion of events with a distribution similar to the incoming γ-ray

beam (dotted curve) is observed at Eb − E
2
+

1

= 7.25 MeV.

The limited energy resolution of the LaBr detectors inhibits

the observation of isolated transitions. However, the total in-

tensity observed at Eb − E
2
+

1

is directly proportional to the

average branching ratio to the 2+1 state including also weak

transitions. The events below 7 MeV result from transitions

to further low-lying excited states such as the 2+2 and 2+3 states

indicated by the dotted curves at 6.5 MeV and 6 MeV, respec-

tively, that are observed in coincidence to the 2+1 → 0+1 transi-

tion. It is emphasized, that due to the overlap of contributions

from several primary transitions to different low-lying levels,

it is not trivial to extract the individual intensities from the

spectrum in Fig. 13.b). Indeed, the sensitivity is substantially

increased by gating on appropriate transitions to extract pri-

mary transitions to distinct low-lying levels. A typical exam-
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Gated spectra of the γ-γ coincidence ma-

trix shown in Fig. 12. Insets: Low-energy region of the projec-

tion from LaBr-LaBr coincidences below 1.6 MeV. The hatched and

cross-hatched areas correspond to applied gates on γ-ray transitions

of 128Te and on random background radiation, respectively. For de-

tails see text.

ple is given in Fig. 13.d) selecting all events that are coincident

to the 2+3 → 2+1 transition, subtracting random background,

and applying a detector-response correction of the γ-ray spec-

trum. A clean signal is identified at around 6 MeV, which

is assigned to direct transitions from excited levels at Eb to

the 2+3 state. The measured full intensities for all observed

primary γ-ray transition channels populating low-lying lev-

els such as the 2+1 up to the 2+8 state are converted into cross

sections and branching ratios, which will be discussed in the

course of the following section.

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The following section is divided into two parts. At first

the results for both tellurium isotopes from a state-by-state

analysis will be compared and discussed in connection with

theoretical calculations within the QPM [74]. The second part

is dedicated to the discussion of average quantities, such as
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photoabsorption cross sections and average branching ratios.

A. State-by-state analysis

In the following the focus is on the discussion of the E1
strength distribution measured for 128Te and 130Te. The re-

duced E1 transition probability

B(E1) ↑

e2fm2
= 2.486× 10−4 Γ

Γ0

I0→x→0

eV b

MeV

Ex
(12)

can be directly computed from the measured integrated scat-

tering cross section I0→x→0 (given in units of eV b) of the

ground-state decay channel and the initial excitation energy

Ex (in MeV). The determined B(E1)↑ values for 128Te and
130Te are shown in Figs. 14.a) and b), respectively, assum-

ing Γ0/Γ = 1 for all states where no transitions to low-lying

levels other than the ground state were observed. In princi-

ple, many unobserved weak branching transitions could add

up and contribute to the total transition width Γ resulting in

a too low Γ0/Γ. However, in experiments using the self-

absorption technique on 140Ce [91] no significant deviation

from Γ0/Γ = 1 was observed for the strongly-excited states

analyzed. In both tellurium isotopes, a concentration of E1

strength is apparent around 6.5 MeV - 7.0 MeV. The summed

strength for isolated transitions between 5 MeV and 8 MeV in
128Te is found to be

∑

B(E1)↑ = 0.367(48) e2 fm2, while

the total strength in the same energy range for 130Te is about

30 % larger being
∑

B(E1)↑ = 0.473(36) e2 fm2.

The experimental results are compared to calculations

within the quasiparticle phonon model (QPM) [74]. In this

model, excited states in even-even nuclei are treated in terms

of phonons. For the current calculations, the 1p1h door-

way 1− states are coupled to complex 2p2h and 3p3h con-

figurations. The obtained fragmentation is in good agree-

ment with the experimentally observed strength distribution

for isolated transitions and was studied in several nuclei be-

fore [46, 92]. The calculated B(E1)↑ values for 128Te and
130Te are shown in Figs. 14.c) and d). A similar accumulation

of E1 strength below the neutron separation thresholds is ev-

ident in the QPM calculations describing sufficiently well the

individual transition strengths on an absolute scale. The cal-

culated strength summed up between 5 MeV and 8 MeV are
∑

B(E1)↑ = 0.569 e2 fm2 and
∑

B(E1)↑ = 0.529 e2 fm2

for 128Te and 130Te, respectively. The difference between the

calculated total strength and the measured cumulated strength

in isolated states may be explained by two aspects. Firstly, the

ground-state branching ratio Γ0/Γ is experimentally unknown

for most of the excited states, which would lead to increased

B(E1)↑ values, if Γ0/Γ < 1. The second reason is the ex-

perimental sensitivity limit in the NRF measurements, which

is determined following the formalism given in [93] and in-

dicated for the DHIPS experiments using bremsstrahlung in

Figs. 14.a) and b) by the red-dotted lines. All excited states

that have ground-state transition strengths close to or smaller

than the sensitivity limit are not observed in a state-by-state

analysis at DHIPS. The sensitivity is slightly increased by the

use of the monoenergetic γ-ray beams at HIγS, which made

it possible to observe additional weakly-excited states that are

included in Figs. 14.a) and b).

The predicted M1 strength is shown in Figs. 14.e) and f)

for 128Te and 130Te, respectively. The dominant part of the

computed M1 strength in both tellurium isotopes is carried

by the π 1g9/2 → 1g7/2 and ν 1h11/2 → 1h9/2 spin-flip ex-

citations at about 7 MeV for the proton contribution and at

around 9 MeV for the neutron part. However, in the NRF mea-

surements no resolved M1 transitions were observed at those

excitation energies. The corresponding reduced transition

widths Γ0/E
3
i are indicated on the right-hand side ordinate

in Fig. 14. Note the difference in scale between E1 and M1
transitions. The M1 excitations are about one order of mag-

nitude weaker than the E1 transitions and, thus are expected

to be below the experimental sensitivity limits of the NRF ex-

periments. Interestingly, in the QPM calculations for 128Te,

two relatively strong M1 fragments are located at 4 MeV

originating from the neutron ν 2d5/2 → 2d3/2 spin-flip ex-

citation. Taking the summed strength of all M1 excitations

between 3.7 MeV and 4.2 MeV results in B(M1) ↑QPM=
0.225 µ2

N . They most likely correspond to the four experi-

mentally identified M1 transitions at similar excitation ener-

gies of 3809.5 keV, 3975.9 keV, 4035.6 keV, and 4204.0 keV

having a total strength of B(M1) ↑exp= 0.323(32) µ2
N .

As the nuclear level density increases with the excita-

tion energy, more and more E1 strength remains unob-

served in the experiment, while the QPM calculations in-

clude all possible excitations independent of their individ-

ual strength. This aspect was part of studies comparing the

fragmentation in NRF experiments to theoretical calculations

(see Refs. [46, 92]). This downside of classical NRF exper-

iments with bremsstrahlung is resolved by analyzing the full

γ-ray spectrum including unobserved transitions using quasi-

monochromatic photon beams and will be discussed in the

subsequent section.

B. Average quantities

In the data analysis section of this article, a method was out-

lined to extract averaged photoabsorption cross sections from

NRF measurements at HIγS. Using Eq. (3), the elastic cross

section is extracted at all beam-energy settings for both tel-

lurium isotopes. Figure 15.a) shows two types of elastic cross

sections determined for 128Te. One is determined from the

sum of isolated peaks in the HPGe spectra (σpeak
γγ , open green

squares). The second one takes into account the complete

spectrum after deconvolution of the detector response, i. e.

considering resolved and unresolved transitions (σγγ , blue

squares). In 128Te, the dipole strength below 5 MeV is mainly

apparent in isolated peaks in the HPGe γ-ray spectra, while at

higher energies the unresolved strength from weakly-excited

states located in the quasi-continuum cannot be neglected. In

fact, the unresolved strength accounts for about 20 % of the to-

tal elastic cross section at 5.5 MeV increasing monotonously

up to 70 % at 8.9 MeV.

The same analysis is performed for 130Te between 5.5 MeV
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scaled down by a factor of 1.5 for a better display. Predicted M1 excitations are shown for both nuclei in (e) and (f). See text for details.

and 8.5 MeV. Figure 15.b) compares the elastic cross sections

measured for individual transitions to the one extracted from

the full spectra. A few percent of the complete ground-state

transition strength is missed at 5.5 MeV, if only resolved tran-

sitions are analyzed, while roughly 40 % is located in the

quasi-continuum at 8.2 MeV. This is in accordance to the

calculated strength distributions in Figs. 14.c) and d), where

more E1 strength is distributed to many weakly-excited states

in 128Te than in 130Te. This is due to the increased collectiv-

ity of the 2+1 and 3−1 phonons in 128Te as compared to 130Te,

where an enhanced coupling of the doorway 1− states with

complex two-phonon configurations leads to stronger frag-

mentation of the doorway configurations strength.

The elastic (blue squares), inelastic (red triangles) and the

total photoabsorption cross sections (black dots) deduced with

the method discussed in the context of Fig. 3 are shown in

Fig. 15.c) and d) for 128Te and 130Te, respectively. In both

isotopes, σγγ′ is steadily increasing with the excitation en-

ergy, while σγγ saturates and decreases above 6.5 MeV. In
128Te, above 7 MeV σγ is clearly dominated by the inelas-

tic contribution, in contrast to 130Te where this effect is ob-

served to be weaker. Under the assumption thatE1 excitations

dominate, the observed strength in the range from 5.5 MeV

and 8.5 MeV exhausts about 2.3(1) % and 1.8(2) % of the

Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule [95, 96] in 128Te and 130Te,

respectively, which is consistent with nuclei in the same mass

region [8]. A smooth continuation from the photoabsorption

cross sections below the neutron binding energies Sn towards

(γ, n) cross sections σγn (green diamonds) [94] is observed

for both isotopes.

The photoabsorption cross sections determined from the

QPM are depicted as dotted lines. A moving average is com-

puted from the individual excitations weighted by a Gaus-

sian with a FWHM of about 3 % of its mean value. The

QPM calculations were performed up to an cutoff energy of

9.5 MeV, which is above the neutron separation thresholds

of both tellurium isotopes. Therefore, the measured photoab-

sorption cross sections rapidly decline at the corresponding

neutron separation energies, while the calculations continue to

increase with higher excitation energies towards the IVGDR.

The QPM cross sections are in good agreement with the ex-

perimental findings. In particular, the order of magnitude is

well described and bump-like structures are observed in the

QPM calculations below 8.5 MeV.
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Elastic cross sections are determined accounting for isolated tran-

sitions (open green squares) and including contributions from un-

resolved transitions (blue squares) shown in panels (a) and (b). A

comparison of the total photoabsorption cross sections (black dots),

the complete elastic cross sections (blue squares), and the inelas-

tic cross sections (red triangles) to (γ, n) cross sections (green di-

amonds) from Ref. [94] and computed values in the QPM (dotted

line) is displayed in panels (c) and (d). For a detailed discussion see

text.

Recently, the photoabsorption cross sections in 120Sn ex-

tracted from (p, p′) experiments [51] were compared to

data from (γ, γ′) measurements, that accounted for resolved

ground-state transitions, only. With increasing excitation en-

ergy the results from (p, p′) diverge from the NRF data by al-

most a factor of ten close to the neutron threshold. Obviously,

the deviation is due to unobserved strength from contributions

of the quasi-continuum and inelastic decay channels in the

NRF measurements. A very recent high-sensitivity study re-

solved most of the discrepancy by accounting for the quasi-

continuum and correcting for average decay branching ratios

calculated in the extreme statistical model [52]. However, the

photoabsorption cross sections from the continuum analysis

exceed the (p, p′) data on average by about 50 % between 5.9

and 8.7 MeV. In the isotopes 128,130Te, an increasing ratio is

observed between σγ and σpeak
γγ of up to 16 at 8.5 MeV for

128Te and a factor of 5 at 8.3 MeV for 130Te, which is in the

range of the discrepancy discussed in [51]. Thus it follows,

that it is necessary to consider the quasi-continuum and in-

elastic decay channels in NRF experiments in order to make

a reasonable comparison to complementary reactions such as

inelastic proton scattering.

The study of average quantities shown in the present

work highlights the importance and the potential of photon-

scattering experiments with quasi-monochromatic γ-ray

beams as a complementary and model-independent approach

for the extraction of complete photoabsorption cross sections.

C. Average E1 and M1 ground-state transition strength

The measured asymmetries for 130Te and 128Te displayed

in Figs. 8 and 10 show qualitatively that the dipole response

in this energy regime is dominated by E1 excitations. Al-

though, no distinct resolved M1 transitions are observed

above 5 MeV, the contribution from unresolved M1 strength

is non-zero. A separation of the elastic cross section into E1
and M1 contributions is achieved by a decomposition of the

γ-ray spectra. The measured ground-state transition intensity

in one LaBr detector is proportional to the sum of E1 and M1
contributions

N ∝ IE1 〈εW 〉
E1

+ IM1 〈εW 〉
M1

, (13)

where IE1 and IM1 are the summed energy-integrated

cross sections for E1 and M1 ground-state transitions in a

given excitation-energy window, respectively. The quanti-

ties 〈εW 〉
E1

and 〈εW 〉
M1

represent the average efficiency-

weighted angular distributions for 0+ → 1− → 0+ and

0+ → 1+ → 0+ transitions, respectively.

The results for both tellurium isotopes are presented in

Figs. 16 and 17. Note the difference in scale by a factor of

ten between the upper and lower panels showing the extracted

reduced E1 and M1 strength. The dipole response above

5 MeV is clearly dominated by E1 excitations, which is con-

sistent with QPM calculations comparing the expected total

E1 and M1 strength in this energy region (see Fig. 14). The

calculatedM1 strength from 6.5MeV to 7.5MeV (π 1g9/2 →

1g7/2 spin-flip) is about 3 µ2
N and 2.4 µ2

N for 128Te and
130Te, respectively. The summed strength from 8.5 MeV to

9.5 MeV (ν 1h11/2 → 1h9/2 spin-flip) accounts to roughly

6 µ2
N (10 µ2

N ) in 128Te (130Te). The experimentally de-

termined energy region of the M1 transitions to the ground

state is in fair agreement with the QPM calculations shown in

Fig. 14.e) and f). The experimental summed M1 strength be-

tween 6.5 MeV and 8.5MeV is 2.16(17)µ2
N and 2.01(25)µ2

N

for 128Te and 130Te, respectively, which is roughly a factor of

five smaller than the calculated strength. However, an ade-

quate comparison between experiment and QPM is not feasi-

ble at this point. Due to the low sensitivity of NRF experi-

ments for the inferior M1 excitations to the dipole response,

decay channels other than from 1+ states to the ground state

usually stay unobserved. Nevertheless, as will be discussed

in Section IV E, an upper limit of additional M1 strength

from direct transitions to the 2+1 state can be deduced for a

few beam energies from coincidence measurements. Regard-

less of this contribution, a considerable part of the total M1
strength is still missed in the experimental analysis due to un-

observed decays.

Therefore, additional experiments with complementary

probes sensitive to the excitation channel such as inelastic
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Separation of the elastic cross sections

into contributions from E1 and M1 transitions for 128Te. Above

4.5 MeV a decomposition of the complete elastic cross sections pre-

sented in Fig. 15.a) is performed for each beam-energy setting. The

summed reduced ground-state transition widths are displayed for the

E1 (blue circles) and the M1 parts (black circles). Below 4.5 MeV

in light blue and light grey bars the results for individual transitions

are shown.

electron [97] and proton scattering [98, 99] are necessary to

extract the full M1 strength for 128Te and 130Te.

D. Primary γ-ray transitions to low-lying levels of 128Te

While photoabsorption and average ground-state transition

cross sections yield information on the dipole response built

on the ground-state, a broader picture of the structure of the

PDR is obtained studying its decay behavior. Hence, in the

following, a detailed examination of the direct population of

low-lying excited states is presented. The analysis of γ-γ co-

incidences after photo-excitation of nuclear levels of 128Te is

applied to γ-ray beam energies from 4 MeV up to 9 MeV

in steps of 150 keV to 350 keV. For all observed primary γ-

ray transition channels, the extracted events from LaBr-LaBr

coincidences are converted into cross sections for the corre-

sponding reaction channel. The cross sections for the direct

population of the 2+1 state (σJπ→2
+

1

=
∑

x I0→x→2
+

1

/∆E) as

a function of the excitation energy (black squares) are shown

in Fig. 18.a). They vary from 0.25 mb below 6 MeV to about

1-2 mb above 6 MeV. The trend of the cross section as a func-

tion of the excitation energy is comparable to the elastic cross

sections discussed in Fig. 15.a) in the energy region above

6 MeV, while it deviates at lower excitation energies. This

observation becomes more evident scrutinizing the average

branching ratio
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Separation of the elastic cross sections into

contributions from E1 and M1 transitions for 130Te. A decomposi-

tion of the complete elastic cross sections shown in Fig. 15.b) is per-

formed for each beam-energy setting. The summed reduced ground-

state transition widths are displayed for the E1 (blue circles) and the

M1 parts (black circles).

〈b1〉 =
σJπ→2

+

1

σγγ
=

∑

x I0→x→2
+

1
∑

x I0→x→0

, (14)

which describes the fraction of primary transitions to the 2+1
relative to the ground-state decay for all individual excited

states x in a given excitation-energy window.

Figure 18.b) shows a comparison of the experimental 〈b1〉
values (black dots) to QPM calculations considering the de-

cays from 1− states (blue solid line). The solid curve is ob-

tained from a moving average of discrete transition widths us-

ing a Gaussian distribution with a FWHM corresponding to

the spread of the γ-ray beam in order to imitate the experi-

mental resolution. The data above 5.5 MeV show a reason-

able agreement on an absolute scale between experiment and

theory for the decay of 1− states as has been observed before

in the case of 140Ce [47], while larger deviations are evident

below 5.5 MeV. The experimental data indicate that below an

excitation energy of 4.5 MeV the nuclear spectrum is domi-

nated by 1+ and a few 2+ levels as outlined in Section III C 2,

which may impact the observed 〈b1〉 values.

In the present work, the inelastic cross section (σγγ′ , see

Eq. (5)) is determined by the total intensity collected in the

first (few) excited states; usually the 2+1 state. However, it

is not clear, whether the 2+1 state is predominantly populated

via direct transitions from photo-excited states at a given ex-

citation energy or via cascades decaying through intermediate

levels. In previous studies, direct [47, 100, 101] and indirect

methods were used to probe the feeding of the 2+1 , for instance

by studying the angular distribution of the observed 2+1 → 0+1
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energy. a) Complete cross sections for direct population of the 2+1
state (black squares). Its separation into parts stemming from 1−

states (open squares) and 1+ states (blue crosses) will be discussed

in more detail in section IV E. b) Comparison of the average branch-

ing ratio 〈b1〉 between experiment (black dots) and QPM calculations

for 1− states (blue line). c) Analysis of the different relative contri-

butions to σγγ′ from direct decays to the 2+1 state (black bar) and

to other low-lying states (shaded bar) including resolved and unre-

solved transitions.

transition [39, 57, 102].

The measurement of primary γ-ray transitions allows a di-

rect examination of the individual components that contribute

to the inelastic decay channel. In this work, the direct de-

cays to the 2+1 and further low-lying levels at energies of up

to ≈ 2.7 MeV are observed for Eb > 5.5 MeV. Figure 18.c)

shows the different relative contributions to the inelastic cross

section σγγ′ . At energies below 5 MeV, the dominant part of

σγγ′ is composed of direct decays to the 2+1 state from de-

cay intensities including unresolved transitions (Eb → 2+1 ,

black bars) determined from the analysis of LaBr-LaBr coin-

cidences. Above 5 MeV, the fraction of the inelastic cross sec-

tion stemming from primary transitions to the 2+1 state shows

a maximum at around 6 MeV and is decreasing towards higher

energies. As the excitation energy increases, decay channels

to additional low-lying levels are observed similar to the study

with 60Ni [39]. Their summed contribution including all ex-

perimentally observed decay channels (
∑

i Eb → 2+i , shaded

bars) declines slowly for rising energies being at about 50 % of

σγγ′ . Thus, the remaining 50 % of σγγ′ consists of many un-

observed primaries that populate unknown intermediate lev-

els, partly above 2.7 MeV. This analysis underlines quantita-

tively the importance of taking the accumulated intensity of

low-lying excited states into account to determine σγγ′ and,

thus, the photoabsorption cross sections in experiments with

quasi-monochromatic γ-ray beams.

In the upcoming section, a method is presented for the

distinction between transitions stemming from excited states

with different spin-parities. However, the cross sections be-

low 5.5 MeV are an order of magnitude smaller compared

to higher excitation energies, wherefore an unambiguous and

detailed analysis of the origin of the low-energy enhancement

of the branching ratio 〈b1〉 is not possible due to the limited

statistics in this energy region.

E. Primary transitions to the 2+1 level of 128Te

In the following, the measured γ-γ angular correlation is

used to extract the dominant character of primary transitions

contributing to the direct feeding of the 2+1 state. For the cor-

relation between two successively emitted γ-rays, γ1 and γ2,

the directional distribution function of γ1 depends on the ob-

servation direction of γ2 (see, e. g. Refs. [86, 103]). The

available four LaBr detectors of the γ3 setup were placed at

different polar and azimuthal angles (see Table II). Consider-

ing the corresponding angular correlations, in total seven γ-γ
correlation groups are defined enabling a distinction between

the following γ-cascades:

0+
~γ0
−→ 1−

γ1
−→ 2+

γ2
−→ 0+ , (15)

0+
~γ0
−→ 1+

γ1
−→ 2+

γ2
−→ 0+ , (16)

0+
~γ0
−→ 2+

γ1
−→ 2+

γ2
−→ 0+ , (17)

where ~γ0 indicates the absorption of a γ-ray from the linearly-

polarized γ-ray beam. The simulated values for each of the

considered cascades are shown in Fig. 19, while multipole

mixing ratios (following the phase convention of Ref. [104])

of δ = 0 and δ = ∞ are examined as well. The left-

hand side of Fig. 19 illustrates the test case of the known

0+1 → 1+ → 2+1 → 0+1 cascade of 32S. In 32S, an isolated

1+ level is located at 8.125 MeV, which has a branching ra-

tio of about 14 % to the 2+1 [105]. The best agreement to the

experimental data (black squares) is obtained for the angular

correlation of a 1+ → 2+1 transition with δ = 0 and a reduced

χ2 of χ2
red = 1.8, while the other possible cascades cannot

describe the data points at all.

In 128Te, different sets of states, i. e. 1−, 1+, and 2+ states,

may contribute to the direct population of the 2+1 level. As

a typical example, an analysis of the different multipole con-

tributions is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 19 for the

measurement with 128Te at Eb = 6.19 MeV. The experimen-

tal data (black squares) are scaled to the angular correlation

values for 1− → 2+, 1+ → 2+, and 2+ → 2+ transitions,

respectively. For the given energy, the data are consistent with

pure 1− → 2+1 transitions. In the next step, a multipole de-

composition analysis (MDA) is applied to the collected data
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Angular correlations from γ-γ measure-
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Eb = 8.125 MeV (left-hand side) and exemplarily with 128Te at

Eb = 6.19 MeV (right-hand side) compared to theoretical values

(triangles and circles) grouped into seven correlation groups. For

details see text.

obtained between 5.82 MeV and 8.56 MeV. The experimen-

tal data exhibit sufficient counting statistics for an MDA of

the measured yields directly populating the 2+1 state, while

primary γ-ray transitions to higher-lying excited states do not

have sufficient statistics. It is noted, that for Eb < 5.82 MeV

this analysis is not possible due to the limited statistics.

Figure 18.a) shows the total cross sections for a direct

population of the 2+1 level (black squares). Since real pho-

tons induce predominantly dipole excitations, 1− → 2+1 and

1+ → 2+1 transitions are taken into account in the MDA us-

ing multipole mixing ratios of δ = 0 as well as δ = ∞.

The results with the minimal χ2
red are shown in Fig. 18.a).

The 2+1 state is mainly populated by E1 transitions, i. e. from

1− states. For the data obtained at Eb = 5.82, 6.9, 7.44,
and 7.72 MeV small contributions from deexciting 1+ states

(blue crosses) are observed in addition to E1 transitions (open

squares). It is noted, that except for Eb = 7.44 MeV, the cor-

responding χ2
red values for these excitation energies are only

marginally lower than the ones assuming pure E1 character

for the population of the 2+1 state, which is reflected in the

uncertainties of the data points in Fig. 18.a). Conclusively,

the obtained cross sections can be considered as upper limits

for the part originating from 1+ states (1+max → 2+1 ) and as

lower limits for the contribution from 1− levels (1−min → 2+1 )

indicated in Fig. 18. Considering these upper limits for the

M1 transition strength in addition to the fraction from the

ground-state decay (as discussed in Section IV C), a summed

B(M1) ↑ value of 3.42(28) µ2
N is obtained for 128Te between

6.5 MeV and 8.5 MeV, which is still a factor of 2.6 smaller

than the expected value of 9 µ2
N calculated in the QPM.

The observations for the decay behavior of the E1 strength

underpin previous experimental results on the mixing of the

PDR and the PDR built on top of low-lying states [47]. In

Ref. [47], it was assumed that the 2+1 of 140Ce is exclusively

populated by the PDR states, while in the present study it is

verified for 128Te by direct measurements of angular correla-

tions of coincident γ-rays. Furthermore, it will have an impact

on the determination of photon strength functions using quasi-

monochromatic γ-ray beams [27]. In general, it is not trivial

to disentangle the involved multipoles in methods exploiting

decay γ-ray spectroscopy as done, e. g. in particle-induced

reations (see, e. g. Refs. [22, 28, 29, 106] and references

therein). However, the present results show that an MDA in

photonuclear reactions with linearly-polarized γ-ray beams at

the γ3 setup allows, in principle, for a separation of E1 and

M1 contributions to the measured photon strength function in

the deexcitation channel.

V. CONCLUSION

The dipole response in 128Te and 130Te is investigated by

photo-induced reactions using bremsstrahlung at the DHIPS

as well as by monoenergetic γ-ray beams at the γ3 setup.

A state-by-state analysis and a study of average decay quan-

tities including unresolved transitions reveal a predominant

E1 character of the dipole strength below the neutron sepa-

ration threshold of the probed tellurium isotopes. Small con-

tributions of less than ≈ 5-10 % of the ground-state decays

above 5 MeV are attributed to M1 transitions. The measured

B(E1) ↑ values of individual transitions as well as the ex-

tracted photoabsorption cross sections are in good agreement

with calculations within the QPM. In particular, the branch-

ing ratio 〈b1〉 to the 2+1 state is described reasonably well on

an absolute scale by the decay properties of 1− states above

5.5 MeV. The increasing experimental 〈b1〉 values below that

excitation energy are not understood, but may originate from

decays of positive-parity states in that energy region. In the

present work, however, it is not possible to experimentally

confirm that the direct population of the 2+1 is driven by 1+

states below 5.5 MeV. Further studies with enhanced sensi-

tivity are necessary to conclusively resolve this discrepancy.

Moreover, it is found that the vast majority of the decays di-

rectly populating the 2+1 is attributed to E1 transitions of the

PDR states in the region from 5.82 MeV and 8.56 MeV. Con-

tributions from M1 transitions are small compared to the E1
part. This observation serves as an additional direct evidence

to the results from Ref. [47], that the PDR on the ground

state mixes with the PDR built on top of the 2+1 . Further-

more, an analysis of the inelastic cross section σγγ′ that is

extracted from the total population intensity of the 2+1 state

shows that about half of its cross section is due to primary

γ-ray transitions populating low-lying levels below 2.7 MeV.

Thus, the second half is increasingly dominated by cascade
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decays via unknown intermediate levels located at energies

above 2.7 MeV.

The presented work emphasizes the paramount advantage

of monochromatic γ-ray beams in combination with a γ-γ co-

incidence setup for the model-independent determination of

photoabsorption cross sections and the decay behavior of the

dipole strength below the particle thresholds. Experiments

with an enhanced sensitivity to weak decay branchings are

under way to deepen the investigation of the decay behavior

of photo-excited states in the PDR region at HIγS. It will be

possible to not only study in detail the decay character of pri-

mary transitions populating the 2+1 , but extend the research to

further low-lying excited states.
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